REMOVING 6200 UPHOLSTERED BACK

1. REFER TO OWNER MANUAL CHAIR TOP ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS FOR ITEM NUMBERS.

2. LOOSEN CAP SCREW OR SCREWS IN BASE OF HEADREST AND REMOVE HEADREST BY SLIDING OUT OF THE BRACKET.

3. LOOSEN (DO NOT REMOVE) THREE (3) SCREWS IN SIDE PLATE ASSEMBLIES – (ITEMS #9 AND #10)

4. REMOVE SIX (6) PHILLIP SCREWS AND FINISHING WASHERS IN BACK COVER.

5. REMOVE TWO (2) BOTTOM SCREWS IN HEADREST BRACKET (ITEM 15). (DO NOT LOOSEN TOP 2 SCREWS).

6. SLIDE BACK UPHOSTERY STRAIGHT UP UNTIL CLEAR, THEN LAY IT ON THE SEAT ---- SEE DRAWING 2 (ATTACHED).